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SINGAPORE HOLDS onto the title of the most expensive city in
the world for the fifth year running according to The Economist
Intelligence Unit's 2018 Worldwide Cost of Living Survey. 
The survey, which compares the price of more than 150

items in 133 cities around the world, found that Singapore
was 16% more expensive than New York. For comparison,
its regional rival Hong Kong, which lies in fourth place, is
11% pricier than New York.
Singapore retains its title in a top ten that is largely split

between Asia and Europe. Seoul is the only other city in the
top ten that has maintained its ranking from the previous
year. In the rest of Asia, Hong Kong and Sydney round up
the top ten most expensive cities in the world.
European cities dominate the most expensive list however. In

fact it is non-euro area cities in Western Europe that remain
the most expensive. Zurich (joint second), Oslo (fifth), Geneva
(sixth) and Copenhagen (eighth) are among the ten priciest.
The lone exception is Paris (second), which has featured
among the top ten most expensive cities since 2003. 
With Western European cities returning to the fold, the

region now accounts for three of the five most expensive
cities and for half of the top ten, while Tel Aviv is the sole
Middle Eastern representative.
Roxana Slavcheva, editor of the survey, said: "Western

European cities dominate the top of the ranking once more.
This is something we have not seen in over a decade. The
competition between Asian hubs like Singapore, Hong Kong
and Seoul on the one hand and European destinations such
as Paris, Zurich and Oslo on the other will be one to watch
over the next survey cycle as well. 
"More interesting is the fall in the ranking for the

Japanese cities, Tokyo and Osaka, which were in the top
five most expensive just last year."
Elsewhere, continued economic uncertainty from the

Brexit referendum has weighed on the strength of the
British pound, pushing the UK cities of London and
Manchester sharply down the rankings. London's rank
(30th) is its lowest in two decades, while Manchester fell
further to 56th.
The report can be downloaded at eiu.com/WCOL2018
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THE ELITE Travel Group held its awards evening at the Marriott Forest of Arden earlier this month. Pictured in a celebratory mood are,
from the left (back row) Gemma Dicker, Travel with Kitts; Carly Charteris, Premier Holidays; Suzanne Warren, Sunvil; Julie Franklin, Mark
Warner; and Chris Redfern, Jet2holidays; with (bottom row) Hazel Bryant, Travel with Kitts; David Holland, African Pride; Paul Fallows,
Silversea; Michael Young-Richards, DoSomethingDifferent; and Patrick Devonshire, Flexible Autos.

Cost of Living survey reveals cheapest & most expensive destinations for Brits

ELITE PERFORMERS...
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THIS EASTER, the National Marine Aquarium in Plymouth will be celebrating
its family-friendly ‘Shark and Ray Easter Games’. 
Running from March 31 - April 15, the activities will give visitors the

opportunity to learn more about sharks and their winged cousins, rays.
Visitors to the aquarium will be able to take part in fun challenges and

activities in an Ocean Olympics trail, which will pit them against some
exciting elasmobranchs – the scientific name for sharks and rays. They will
also learn fun facts about the sharks and rays that call the aquarium home,
as well as meet ‘Howie’ the Sand Tiger Shark and ‘Coolwhip’ the giant
Honeycomb Whiptail Ray. 
These special Easter activities will showcase the sharks and rays which

live in our oceans, while experts will be on hand with educational activities
to help inform visitors of the threats facing the creatures, and the small
actions they can take at home to help.
To find out more visit national-aquarium.co.uk
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Thomas Cook Group launches new three-year sustainability strategy
THOMAS COOK has launched a new sustainability strategy, which it unveiled at the recent ITB conference in Berlin. The
renewed approach aligns more closely to the company’s decision made two years ago to put the customer back at the
heart of the business.
The new three-year strategy aims to ‘make a difference with every holiday’, working at every step of the holiday

journey to limit environmental impacts and maximise the social and economic benefits travel can bring. The launch
follows a year-long review of all the sustainability activity across the group. The result is a stronger and simplified
approach which clearly affirms Thomas Cook’s commitment to take positive action on sustainability. 
The strategy links all the group’s sustainability activities to the three stages of a customer’s engagement with

Thomas Cook; At Home, The Journey and On Holiday.
The strategy has already begun to make a difference and the 2017 Sustainability Report details progress across the

Group. Key milestones in 2017 included: charitable activities that have significantly helped 18,000 people; improved fuel
efficiency in Group Airlines, which contributed to Thomas Cook being named among the top 10 most fuel efficient
airlines in the world in the 2017 Atmosfair index; and the business’s industry-leading animal welfare policy, which has
resulted in two-thirds of the animal attractions audited against independent standards being removed from sale for
breaching guidelines.
Commenting on the launch, Peter Fankhauser, group CEO, said “I am determined that we are a positive force to help

build a more sustainable tourism, working in partnership with our destinations, our suppliers, our customers and the
wider industry. 
"Our new strategy re-establishes our voice in sustainability and clearly demonstrates our intent. I’m proud of the

progress we’ve made in the last year, but we have big ambitions and it’s clear that we need to push much further
ahead. We know that the holidays we sell can have a positive impact on communities and the environment. I believe
bold action on this agenda will help us deliver a more profitable and sustainable business over the longer term, to the
benefit of our people, our communities, our customers – and our investors.”

Easter holiday games at the National Marine Aquarium 

Brits opt for off-peak
staycations this Easter 

EASTER IS gearing up to be an
expensive time of year with 36% of
Brits (15 million) planning to travel
over the Easter holidays. However,
one in six holidaymakers (2.5
million Brits) plan to do so either
before or after the bank holiday
weekend in order to save money.
According to research by price

comparison site finder.com, the
trend towards staycations remains
popular this year, with more than a
third of those planning a trip
choosing to travel within the UK.
Around 36% of Brits who are
making an Easter getaway will be
looking further afield, with France
the most popular destination
abroad, followed by Spain, Italy 
and Portugal.
More than one in four

holidaymakers are still undecided
on their Easter destination, and just
over 6% say they will be travelling
outside of Europe. 
The younger generation is the

most cost-conscious, opting for a
cheaper holiday option this Easter.
Of those travelling, almost one in
five Millennials and Gen X-ers are
choosing to spend less on Easter
holidays, compared to one in eight
baby boomers.
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Bali goes on the road for UK partners 
THE BALI Tourism Board has been visiting Manchester,
Bristol, Gatwick and Central London to meet face to face
with licensed UK tour operators and ATOL members to
present new destinations in a programme named ‘A
Different Side of Paradise’.

Gilda Sagrado, the board’s representative presenting
at the February roadshow, said: “Listening to our UK
partners, Bali has put together a programme to
introduce new destinations in Bali, in addition to the
traditional beaches of Kuta, Sanur and Nusa Dua. Bali
Tourism Board understands that we have to offer fresh
new ideas into current tours available to UK travellers. 

"We want to maintain our good arrival numbers from
the UK and therefore these new destinations, as well as
specialised tours of spa, yoga and community-based
programmes, are specially aimed to support high arrival
numbers from UK.”

At last month's roadshow the tourism board was
accompanied by 12 Bali companies consisting of
operators, accommodation providers and an airline. A
fam trip for UK operators will be organised in the
second quarter of 2018 along with individual press trips. 
For details see baliandbeyondtourism.com

newsbulletin

GRAND PLAN...The five-star Grand Hotel & Spa in York has
doubled in size with the official opening of 100 new luxury hotel
rooms as part of its £15million redevelopment. Complementing
the hotel’s pre-existing 107 rooms, the interiors of the new rooms
include marble-finished bathrooms and luxury bath products as
well as Egyptian cotton linen, and the new development is
expected to generate an additional £1.7million of annual visitor
expenditure for the local economy. Pictured marking the new
rooms with local Shakespearean actors (bottom row) are, from
the left: Splendid Hospitality CEO, Stuart Bailey, Lord Mayor of
York Councillor, Barbara Boyce, Sir Gary Verity and The Grand
general manager, Philip Bolton. 

P&O winter 2019/20
programme features
over 180 new cruises
P&O CRUISES has
launched its new winter
2019/20 cruise
programme featuring
more than 180 itineraries,
including a full season of
Dubai and Arabian Gulf
cruises, an extended fly
Caribbean season, a new
Northern Lights cruise
and a low deposit of 5% if
booked by April 30.
Key features of the

programme include: 181
new cruises between
October 2019 and March
2020, a full season of
Dubai and Arabian Gulf
itineraries including
three cruises to India, a
longer Caribbean fly
season, a new 12-night
Northern Lights cruise,
Ventura and Arcadia to
operate five-night New
Year short breaks
(replacing Aurora and
Oceana) and Ventura to
operate two 35-night
spring Caribbean cruises. 
Prices start from £699

per person for a 12-night
cruise from Southampton.
Previous guests booking a
Select Price 2019/20
winter cruise by April 30
will receive a 5% discount.
P&O Cruises VP sales

& distribution, Alex
Delamere-White, said:
“This new programme is
packed with holidays to
appeal to everyone -
whether they want an
adventurous trip, a foodie
tour, a relaxing spa
break, a summer
sunshine family holiday
or a romantic getaway. As
such, it represents a huge
selling opportunity for
agents and with that comes
a vast array of Shine
rewards and prizes.”
For more information or
to book call 0345-355
5111 or visit
pocruises.co.uk 

Alternative Arabia
themes from If Only...
IF ONLY… is encouraging
agents to discover 
what's on offer across the
Arabian region. 
Over the next six weeks,

the company is offering
packages that make the
most of the region’s
alternative holiday themes
including Arabia for wildlife,
Arabia for culture, Arabia 
for thrill-seekers and Arabia
for events.
In partnership with

Emirates, One&Only
Resorts, JA Resorts and
Shangri La Hotels &
Resorts, the operator will
also invite agents to test
their Arabia knowledge with
the chance to win prizes
through an online quiz. 
Agents can win a £200

Sunglasses Hut voucher or a
digital DAB/Bluetooth radio
and Taitinger Champagne.
They will also be able to
earn Just Rewards ranging
from £10 - £300 with every
eligible Arabia booking.
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Boston

Easter break from £199 for the family at Haven
AGENTS CAN book an Easter deal from £199 per family for
their clients. 
The company is offering a packaged Easter schedule with

everything from egg decorating and Easter bonnet making to
its famous parade and an ‘Eggstravaganza’ Easter Egg hunt
with its Seaside Squad and its FunStars friends.
There will also be a selection of alternative activities and

entertainment including a new Nature Rockz programme
which gives kids and their parents a chance to channel their
survival instincts with Bear Grylls style activities. 
The £199 family price is based on up to four sharing a

standard two-bedroom caravan at Golden Sands in
Lincolnshire, departing on April 6 and staying for three nights.

staffreview
Travel Bulletin’s Bill Coad spent four nights at the 

five-star Alila Seminyak in Bali. Here's what he thought...

First impressions ................................9/10
On entering, there was a lovely open lobby and we received
a warm welcome from the concierge. 

Comfort ............................................10/10
The property was modern and very comfortable. Everything
also seemed immaculate – from the sun loungers to the
bean bags - and the beds too!   

Quality ..............................................10/10
The breakfast was amazing and was set on the beach.
Both inside and around the grounds, I could see that
there had been a lot of attention to detail.

Affordability ......................................10/10
We stayed in a beach view room which I felt offered
great value at US$360 per room, per night. 

Service ..............................................10/10
Staff were always there to help and service was second to
none. You couldn’t want for anything.

Good to know..............................................
Make time to sit and enjoy your
breakfast and to take in the
surroundings. Don’t forget to try the
sunset cocktails – they’re amazing! 

Overall scoring: ....................
10/10

Funway Hoildays’ promo presents 
‘Holidays From The Movies’
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS' latest promotion focuses on the world
of film, showcasing deals from some of the most iconic
hotels and destinations in cinema.
Caribbean Islands from the movies include the

Dominican Republic - home to the filming of Jurassic Park
and Apocalypse Now - and Saint Lucia for the filming of
Pirates of the Caribbean, Superman 2 and many more.  
Hotels throughout North America also feature in the

offers, including Boston, Atlanta, Los Angeles and Miami.
Malcolm Davies, the operator's product destination

manager, said: “There is nothing like the gloss of a
Hollywood blockbuster to showcase the best of an area’s
natural landscape, small towns and stylish cities.
Customers can take inspiration from famous films and
discover what else they can explore in some of the most
camera-friendly destinations.”  
Lead-in prices start from £669 per person for a three-

night Boston stay at the five-star Fairmont Copley Plaza
including flights from Manchester. 
For more information see funway4agents.co.uk
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Eurowings expands partnerships with car hire
companies

EUROWINGS IS now offering customers a choice of four car
hire companies - Hertz, Thrifty, Avis and Budget - which
can be added when making the flight booking.
The new partnership with Hertz is set to run for three

years. The two Hertz and Thrifty offerings provide hire cars
for every occasion; agents can simply add the appropriate
car to their flight booking at eurowings.com 
Oliver Wagner, the comapny's chief commercial officer,

said: "Our aim is not only to sell our customers flights from
A to B but also to provide them with reliable support and
guidance along the entire travel chain. We are pleased that
in Hertz we have found a partner who will offer our
customers top quality at fair prices.” 
All Eurowings customers will have the opportunity to

collect miles with all the brands in the Boomerang Club,
the airline’s own bonus programme. Up to 500 miles will be
awarded per rental.

newsbulletin

European Waterways completes fleet-
wide upgrades ahead of 2018 season
EUROPEAN WATERWAYS has announced the completion of a
£500,000 upgrade and refurbishment programme across the
company’s fleet as it prepares to launch its 2018 season. 
The upgrades have addressed every aspect of the

company’s hotel barges, from the operation of the vessels,
to the dining, entertainment and sleeping areas, as well as
the off-shore transport of its guests, who are treated to
daily guided excursions.
According to managing director Derek Banks, the company’s

upgrades always begin at their most basic, with a thorough
inspection and repair, where necessary, of all its vessels to
ensure they operate smoothly and quietly. 
He said: “It’s the small details that make the difference

between a good vacation and a great one. Once we have the
engineering work completed, we are free to focus upon the
exclusive, personalised service that our guests expect. This
includes working with renowned interior designer Marion
Falchi and her team to create interiors that are a wonderful
mixture of homely tradition and contemporary style.”
The company’s latest upgrades include a complete redesign

of the saloon for the 12-passenger L’Impressionniste hotel
barge, which cruises Southern Burgundy, France. The hotel
barge also received a new staircase, bar area, banquettes and
an oval dining table to help create more space and seating. 
The eight-passenger L’Art de Vivre, cruising Northern

Burgundy, was upgraded with new bathrooms, while the
Anjodi, an eight-passenger vessel on the Canal du Midi,
was fitted with a new hardwood sundeck to complement a
new saloon last year. Deck furniture has also been
upgraded across many of the vessels.
The company's luxury hotel barges in Scotland, which cruise

Loch Ness and the Great Glen between Inverness and Fort
William on the Caledonian Canal, have been spruced up for the
new season. The eight-passenger Scottish Highlander, whose
subtle use of tartan furnishing recalls a comfortable
country house, has been improved with a new guest
entrance and easier access. Meanwhile, the elegant 12-
passenger Spirit of Scotland, the most recent addition to
the fleet, has received a new Jacuzzi, new curtains, carpets
and improved interior lighting.
For more information see europeanwaterways.com  
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•   NEW: Win a five-night stay for two people at the
Hard Rock Hotel in Tenerife. 

•   NEW: Three-night family cruise, Norfolk wine and
hampers to be won with Herbert Woods. 

•   NEW: Four cases of wine to be won, courtesy of
the Slovenian Tourism.

•   Win an annual theme park pass with East
Midlands Airport.

•   Win a hotel stay and park tickets for the family at
Germany's Europa Park.

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk for details on the
above websclusives.

Wild treetop camping & outdoor
activities for families with TIPI
TIPI ADVENTURES Ireland is offering two days of treetop
camping and outdoor activities at its private woodland
location in Rathdrum over the May bank holiday
weekend (Saturday May 5 to Monday May 7).
The weekend will showcase a range of Tentsile Tree

Tents and chill out hammocks, providing a unique
opportunity for visitors to camp in the woods 
suspended above the ground. Tipis will also be on site
for larger groups.
A range of accommodation and activity packages are

available, including single day tickets (40 euros for
adults and 20 euros for children) and a special launch
offer for two people: pay 499 euros for two nights of
camping and guests take home their own Connect tree
tent for free (RRP 499 euros).
Whether clients visit for the full two-day camping

experience or just one day, they’ll have the chance to
take part in guided wilderness activities, as well as open
workshops covering basic bushcraft and outdoor living
and cooking skills. There will also be the opportunity for
them to release their inner warrior through archery and
axe throwing.
Visit tipiadventures.ie to book or for more details.

with Eileen...At home
What has h

omeworker Eile
en

been up to this month?

WOW, WE weren’t expecting yet another bout of
snow in March were we!? Like me, you
probably thought that after the ‘Beast from the

East’ the snow was done and dusted until next winter.
How wrong we were.  
I can’t tell you how pleased I am that I work from

home when we have bad weather like this. No getting up
extra early or scraping snow from the car. No long and
arduous drive to work or waiting around at freezing cold
bus stops and station platforms. I just get up, have a
leisurely breakfast and then pootle into my office when
I’m ready without stepping foot outside the front door!
As you know, bad weather makes us all long for some

warmth and sunshine, and this always results in a surge
of new enquiries so that’s something to be welcomed.
There’s no doubt that travel is exciting and much of

the thrill comes from immersing yourself in a foreign
culture whose customs and traditions may be vastly
different to those back home. However, with an ever
growing number of British holidaymakers travelling to
far off destinations, the Foreign Office (FCO) are
warning travellers to brush up on lesser known laws
and customs or risk being fined, deported or worse,
jailed. In the last year the FCO have dealt with
thousands of cases of Brits falling foul of local laws
abroad. Recent high-profile cases have included a man
who narrowly escaped three months in jail in Dubai for
accidentally touching another man’s hip in a bar and a
woman who was deported from Sri Lanka for having a
tattoo of Buddha on her arm.
Not everyone is aware that although the FCO can

assist British nationals in trouble abroad, the scope for
doing so is limited to contacting friends and family or
providing a list of local lawyers and interpreters. They
are unable to give legal advice, get Brits out of prison,
pay bills or make travel arrangements.
Forewarned is forearmed, so it is important for us as

travel experts to do all we can to make sure our
customers stay safe and to encourage them to acquaint
themselves with local laws on the FCO’s website
gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice, before they travel. 

by EILEEN SAUNDERS of Travel Counsellors 
To respond to any of Eileen’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Fancy a fam?
�  Until March 31, agents booking
any Paul Gauguin sailing will
be entered into a draw to win
a place on a fam trip to the
South Pacific to include return
scheduled flights from london,
the cruise, overseas transfers,
pre-cruise hotel stay and port
taxes for one person. 
call 020-7399 7691 or visit
pgcruises.com for details.

�  aGentS MakinG any crystal
Ocean or Yacht booking up
until March 31 will be entered
into a draw to win a fam trip
to include return flights from
london and cruise and port
taxes for one person. in
addition, agents making any
crystal river cruises booking
by March 31 will be entered
into a draw to win a ship
visit in amsterdam to visit a
crystal river yacht. there are
four places up for grabs and
the more bookings agents make,
the more chances to win. For
details call 020-7399 7601 or
visit crystalcruises.co.uk

�  SOUth aFrican tourism is
giving agents to the chance to
win a place on its fam trip to
South africa in June. agents
should complete the training
course found on travel
Bulletin’s travel Gym to be
entered into the draw. a new
module will be added each
month and the more modules
that are completed, the better
the chance of winning. See
http://bit.ly/2phdoDw

agentbulletin

Booking incentives
�  TRAVEL 2 is offering 14 agents the chance to win a
place on its upcoming fam trip to Jamaica in partnership
with AMResorts, British Airways, American Airlines
and Blue Waters Resort. For the chance to win, agents
need to make a qualifying booking to any destination in
the Caribbean, including flights with British Airways or
American Airlines and four nights’ accommodation,
before March 31. Travel 2 has also teamed up with
United Airlines and Air Canada to offer agents the
chance to win one of five £250 T2 Rewards, with
bookings to the US and Canada made by March 31. This
month, agents can earn £10 of T2 Rewards on every
GoldLeaf booking with Travel 2 and Rocky Mountaineer
made by March 31. For details see travel2.com 

�  TO CELEBRATE the launch of Red Hot Offers, which
offers customers generous savings of up to £1,000 per
person and unlimited free on-board drinks for those
booking a balcony suite, Emerald Waterways is treating
agents to a range of prizes when they make bookings.
Until March 31, for every 2018 European river cruise
booked, agents will receive 500 River Rewards points,
worth £50. For details see riverrewards.cruises or 
email agencysales@emeraldwaterways.com

Agent offer
THE ANTIGUA & Barbuda Tourism Authority, in
partnership with Elite Island Resorts, is giving
agents the chance of winning one of ten fam trip
places. The offer is open to qualifying agents 
(at least 22 years old) who make at least one
booking to an Elite Island Resorts’ hotel –
either as part of a dynamic package or as a

package holiday. The fam departs from May 10-
15 and includes flights from Gatwick, all-inclusive
accommodation and a full escorted itinerary.
Email joel.henry@aandbtourism.com for details. 
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TRAVEL IDEAS and thematic routes designed to attract
passengers and boost tourism in Italy is the aim of ‘Discover
Italy’, a new platform launched by Alitalia in cooperation with
Touring Club Italiano and Gambero Rosso.
The new inspirational portal has been built to provide

visitors with information, guides, travel tips and
experiences and offers a broad range of destinations that
can be reached within the country. Thematic itineraries
have been created for each destination and vary from wine
and food to architecture; cinema and folk festivals; to
lifestyle and sports. Articles, recipes, travel bucket lists,
tutorials and interactive content is all featured and the

airline’s special offers to fly from abroad will be available
for each chosen destination.
Fabio Maria Lazzerini, chief commercial officer and revenue

management of Alitalia, said: “With ‘Discover Italy’ we give way
to the transformation process of our website into a new digital
platform with ever more customised and dedicated content.
The objective is to attract more tourists on our flights,
especially from abroad, and promote the Italian destinations in
an emotional and engaging manner. Alitalia’s ambition is to be
the ultimate gateway to Italy for millions of tourists from every
corner of the world.”
Go to discoveritaly.alitalia.com for more information.

travelbulletin.co.ukMarch 23 201810
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WIN FOR WEBSTER...Attraction World's ‘Win an all expenses paid trip to Tenerife!’ incentive invited
agents to book a cable car tour for their clients for the chance to win. The prize included flights for
two, seven nights’ accommodation and tickets to all the main attractions including a cable car tour to
the top of Mount Teide. Pictured with the operator's Nicky Yates (left) is the winner, Mel Webster from
Thomas Cook/Cooperative Travel in Stockport. 

Air New Zealand launches ‘world’s
coolest’ safety video featuring Grenier
AIR NEW Zealand has launched its new safety video, taking
viewers to Antarctica and showcasing the important climate
and environmental science taking place there.
Featuring Hollywood actor, filmmaker and

environmentalist Adrian Grenier, the ‘World’s Coolest Safety
Video’ takes viewers on a journey across the frozen
continent. Building on the airline’s long-standing
partnership with Antarctica New Zealand and the New
Zealand Antarctic Research Institute, the video sees
Grenier team up with Scott Base scientists to track penguin
populations, study ice core samples and visit early explorer
Ernest Shackleton’s hut and the vast Dry Valleys.
UN Environment Goodwill Ambassador Grenier, whose

environmental work also includes co-founding ocean
conservation non-profit Lonely Whale, said: “This safety
video highlights Air New Zealand’s support of the scientists
striving to make discoveries that are going to help humanity
– a cause which aligns with my own commitment to the
environment. To know the airline is doing its job to help us
understand how climate change is going to affect us is
something that is very important to me.”
To minimise the environmental impact of filming, a total

crew of just six travelled to Antarctica, with Scott Base
scientists and staff doubling as supporting talent in the
safety video. It will be rolled out across the airline’s
international and domestic fleet.

Ski Total promotes
Verbier package 

SWITZERLAND’S MAIN
ski resort Verbier is
located in the country’s
largest ski area, the four
Valleys, and has long
remained a popular spot
attracting young, sporty
skiers to its world class
slopes and lively nightlife.
Ski Total is offering seven
nights on a chalet board
basis to four diamond
Plus Xtra Chalet de
Verbier in Verbier from
£993 per person.
The price includes

return flights from
Birmingham, Bristol,
Manchester, East
Midlands, Leeds or
Edinburgh and transfers,
departing on April 7.
For more information see
skitotal.com or call 
01483-791935.  

Alitalia launches ‘Discover Italy’ portal to promote tourism to Italy

Super Break offers
packages to new

Birmingham attraction
SUPER BREAK has put
packages on sale to a new
attraction opening in
Birmingham this August. 
The LEGOLAND

Discovery Centre
Birmingham will offer an
indoor Lego playground
with fun rides, LEGO
building and play zones. 
Designed specifically for

chidlren age three to ten
years, it will house a mini
version of Birmingham,
built with more than a
million LEGO bricks, along
with a 4D cinema, a
Kingdom Quest interactive
ride and a Master Model
Builder Workshop. 
Short break packages

are now available for
agents to book that
combine overnight
accommodation with
tickets to the attraction.
Prices lead in at £156 for

a family of four including
one night at the four-star
Novotel Birmingham
Centre with full breakfast
and a ticket to the
attraction for all.
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Where Am I?

This avenue of beech trees was planted in the 18th century as a
compelling approach to Gracehill House and is now a popular

landscape for keen photographers to visit. The iconic trees have
even been used as a filming location in Game of Thrones.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, March 29th. Solution and new puzzle

will appear next week.

The winner for 9th March is Zina Tye, Woods Holidays Ltd

in West Sussex.

March 9th Solution: A=7    B=8    C=1    D=2

Number: 012

Across 
1. The ___ Train is a luxury way to travel from

Cape Town to Pretoria (4)
3. Airport serving New Delhi, Indira ___

International (6)
7. Anglesey ferry port (8)
9. Devon home of the Britannia Royal Naval

College (9)
11. Site of two temples built by King Ramses 

II (3,6)
13. Scotland's Granite City (8)
15. Capital of Saudi Arabia (6)
16. Ancient civilisation (4)

Down 
1. ITV sitcom set in this Spanish resort (8)
2. American singer / songwriter, sounds like a

wedding guide (5)
4. Athens International airport code (3)
5. California national park, ___ Valley (5)
6. Scenic ski resort in the Tyrol (6)
8. Country, formerly known as Ceylon (3,5)
10. Major US airline (6)
11. National Trust property in Yorkshire,

Fountains ___ (5)
12. French-speaking West African country (5)
14. Cross-Solent operator, ___ Funnel (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 34

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

01
2

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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pixmix
ROBINSON LIVE in London

AS PART of their continued international growth and following on from last year’s successful event,
ROBINSON held a Tropical party night in London. A typical ROBINSON evening was enjoyed by MICE and
leisure agents with entertainment including a tropical photo booth, taste jam tacos, Samba dancers,
surfboard shots limbo, a saxophonist DJ and live singing from Julia from ROBINSON CLUB APULIA.
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Industry
Insight by...

ANDY STARK, managing director of the Global Travel Group, says now might be the right
time to adopt healthier tech habits...

I THINK I speak for virtually everyone when I say the
best thing about Lent is the pancake* frenzy that
kicks it all off. This year though, giving things up
was pretty much forced on me – a spell in hospital
for a knee operation meant some time away from
the emails and devices that dictate my daily routine,
whether I liked it or not.
Digital detox is very much in vogue these days as we

recognise the benefits of spending less time online. All
that blue light produced by mobile devices is
supposedly bad for sleep patterns and dangerous for
your eyes. It’s no surprise that one survey recently
showed more people now take a break from technology
for Lent that give up chocolate.
And if you don’t think you’re addicted, answer me

this…can you, hand on heart, honestly say you don’t
sleep less than a metre from your smartphone? Or
look at it when you wake? And that you’ve never taken
it to the bathroom?
Of course, there are plenty of folk who insist that

devices are an essential part of our working lives.
Strange, then, that a New York Times feature last
month led with the headline “Even the tech elite are
worrying about tech addiction”. Also true is the fact
that plenty of Silicon Valley’s finest keep their kids
away from smartphones.
As a fully-fledged nomophobic – that’s someone who

lives in fear of being without their mobile, before you
think it’s something altogether fruitier – the prospect
of being ‘cut off’ in hospital was a great opportunity to
reflect on how we rely on technology and the areas of
our world where over-reliance could actually prove
detrimental to business. 
Relationships are at the core of travel agents’

success. While I’ve read a lot about how artificial
intelligence will help enhance and personalise guest

experiences, we’re still a long way away from a
computer algorithm that can genuinely be interested
when asking a customer how their honeymoon went,
or sharing a genuine first-hand experience of a
particular resort.
A study by Oxford Economics even found that face-

to-face interactions were 85% more effective than
online ones, which reinforces how important body
language and facial expressions are when trying to
establish trust.
Finding myself with a little too much time on my

hands to think, I came to the conclusion that
technology is most effective when we remember why it
was created; to make it easier to communicate with
one another, not to discourage real conversations.
It’s now 144 years since the invention of the

telephone. Of course, such an ‘old-fashioned’ bit of
kit is easy to dismiss, but what a great bit of
technology it remains. Yes, it may be simple to send
someone an email or WhatsApp message, but
actually speaking on the phone always gets the job
done quicker. Hearing the other person on the other
end creates a human connection, allows you to get
to the point, and does away with confusion. Better
still – meet face to face. These days that reminder
applies just as much to working with colleagues as
it does building meaningful relationships and
connecting with potential clients. And that holds
true no matter how adept you are with emojis.
So, now that my knee is mended, it’s business as

usual and Lent is very nearly over, I’m going to try my
best to continue my healthier tech habits. In fact, you
could say that a much-needed break from emails has
changed my (Microsoft) outlook on staying truly
connected in our digital world.
*Lemon and sugar, if you’re asking.

bulletinbriefing
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TAP AIR Portugal has launched a new flight between London City Airport and Porto, in addition to its service
already available from Gatwick. The route operates six times weekly, departing London at 14:50 and arriving
in Porto at 17:10. Fares start from £71 one-way including all taxes. For details see flytap.com

Finnair expands flights
for winter 2018/19

FOLLOWING A successful
first season of operations
and in response to
passenger demand, Finnair
has announced that the
direct London to Kittilä flight
will operate on Sundays for
the upcoming winter season. 

Commencing on
December 16 and running
until March 24, 2019, the
route will offer travellers
convenient transfers to
Finland’s largest ski resort,
Levi, and the nearby area of
Ylläs which consists of two
original Lappish villages. 

The outbound flight will
depart Gatwick at 09:00,
arriving in Kittilä at 14:25.
The return flight will
depart Kittilä at 06:40,
arriving at Gatwick at
08:10.

The airline has also
announced that it will be
adding frequencies to some
of its popular destinations for
the 2018/19 winter season. 

They include two
additional weekly
frequencies between
October 28 and December 5
to Tokyo, one additional
weekly flight to Nagoya
between October 29 and
December 4, an additional
weekly flight to Lisbon
during the entire winter
season, along with expanded
frequencies to Alicante,
Malaga and Geneva. 
For more information or to
make a booking see
finnair.com 
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EMIRATES HAS unveiled a new Business
Class cabin and configuration on its
Boeing 777-200LR aircraft, with new
wider seats laid out in a 2-2-2
configuration for the first time.
The airline has invested more than

US$150million to refurbish the ten existing
777-200LR aircraft in its fleet.
The newly refurbished Emirates 777-

200LR aircraft is set in a two-class
configuration which offers 38 Business Class
seats and 264 seats in Economy Class.
While the Business Class seats are in the

same design and shape of Emirates’ latest
lie-flat seats, they are now two inches
wider for a more comfortable journey. It
also has touchscreen controls for the seat
and inflight entertainment system, several

personal lighting options, privacy panels
between seats, a shoe stowage area,
footrest and a personal mini-bar.
The new Business Class cabin features a

social area – unique to the Boeing 777-
200LR fleet. The mini lounge area features
snacks such as crisps, sandwiches and
fruit, as well as beverages for customers to
help themselves to during the flight.
Economy Class seats onboard the 777-

200LR have also been refreshed to the
latest colour palette of soft greys and blues
and customers are offered up to 3,000
channels of on-demand entertainment with
600 movies, more than 200 hours of TV and
thousands of music tracks. The aircraft is
also equipped with Wi-Fi and Live TV 
across all classes.

Emirates invests $150million to unveil more spacious
Business Class cabins across Boeing 777 aircraft
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QATAR AIRWAYS has announced that it
will launch direct flights between Doha
and Gatwick from May 22. Gatwick will
be the airline’s sixth gateway into the UK
following its upcoming launch of services
to Cardiff on May 1.  
Double-daily services to Gatwick, the

airline’s second gateway to London, will
provide even more flexibility and
convenience to passengers, and will
offer enhanced connectivity for
passengers flying from the UK to the
carrier's extensive global route network
of more than 150 destinations.

Gatwick Airport's CEO, Stewart
Wingate, said: “Qatar Airways is an
award-winning airline and its 150-strong
route network offers Gatwick passengers
yet more choice, including to
destinations in Australia, New Zealand
and Asia. Qatar is an important business
destination, particularly for those
working in finance, infrastructure, oil and
gas and those spending time relaxing
can do so in some first class facilities.
This new route to Qatar compliments our
flourishing long-haul network which now
covers over 60 direct routes to

destinations across the globe.”
The new service, which will be part of

the joint business with British Airways,
will be operated by a Boeing Dreamliner
787 aircraft, featuring 22 seats in
Business Class, offering passengers
direct aisle access with its 1-2-1
configuration, and 232 seats in 
Economy Class.

airtravel
New direct Gatwick flights from Qatar Airways 

Summer expansion to and from Heathrow Airport with Ethiopian Airlines
ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES has announced the launch of additional
flights to and from Heathrow between June 2 and October 27,
bringing the total number of flights out of Heathrow to ten a
week during this period. 
All flights will operate with the new Airbus A350 with a

capacity of 313 in Economy and 30 Business Class lie-flat seats. 
The additional flights will operate on a Wednesday, Saturday

and Sunday, providing additional connectivity to several Eastern

and Southern African destinations in both directions. 
Michael Yohannes, the airline's country manager for the UK,

said: ‘’The UK is an important and growing market for us and
this increase in capacity reinforces our commitment to widen
our foot print and paves the way to possibly extend our reach to
other parts of the UK in the very near future. Together with my
team, I look forward to closely working with our travel trade
partners to further strengthen our commercial relationships.” 
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RAFA NADAL has announced a new line of
sports centre - The Rafa Nadal Tennis
Centre - with the first due to open in Mexico
this November in collaboration with
Palladium Hotel Group. 
The centre will become a part of the

facilities of the hotel group’s new luxury
development in Costa Mujeres, located to
the north of Cancun, comprising the five-
star adults-only TRS Coral Hotel and five-
star family-friendly Grand Palladium
Costa Mujeres Resort & Spa.
This new line of sports centres

complements the Rafa Nadal Academy by
Movistar, which opened in May 2016 in

Mallorca and where more than 2,000
players have already passed through.
The new Rafa Nadal Tennis Centre

Costa Mujeres will offer tennis
programmes for all levels and ages to
hotel guests and local residents and will
feature eight clay tennis courts, a football
pitch, one paddle court, a gym for warm-
ups, stretches and basic training, a Rafa
Nadal exhibition, a premium sports shop,
and a bar/cafeteria with TV screens so
guests can watch tennis and 
other sports.
Visit palladiumhotelgroup.com for more
information.
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Palladium announces collaboration with tennis star Rafa Nadal 

Go wild in Mexico 
with Funway 

FOR ANIMAL lovers,
Funway Holidays is
highlighting the wide range
of wildlife experiences
available in Mexico.
Malcolm Davies, product

destination manager for
the holiday company, said:
“Mexico is an animal
lover’s paradise, with a
wide range of wildlife both
on land and at sea, and
with this abundance of
species comes extensive
opportunities for animal
interactions for travellers
across the country, from
releasing baby sea turtles
to spotting unique birds.
We are seeing more and
more interest in wildlife
tourism as a result of
customers seeking more
authentic experiences
whilst on holiday.” 
Funway Holidays is

offering seven nights in
Cancun staying at the all-
inclusive Dreams Puerto
Aventuras Resort & Spa
from £1,699 including
flights from Gatwick with
Thomsonfly, based on two
adults sharing and
departing June 20. This
hotel offers a special tour
with dolphins and guests
can enjoy a special kiss &
handshake, a belly ride and
a boogie board push with
the animals. Prices start
from £95 per person. 
Visit funway4agents.co.uk
for more details.

AMResorts to open Sunscape Star Cancun this December
AMRESORTS IS preparing to launch its tenth Sunscape Resort & Spa. The all new
family resort, which will be set along the Caribbean Sea and situated 30 minutes from
Cancun International Airport, is to be named Sunscape Star Cancun and is scheduled
to open its doors for December 1.
Located close to the wonders and ruins of the Mayan Riviera and adjacent to the

Puerto Cancun Golf Club, the property will offer the brand’s ‘Unlimited-Fun’ 
all-inclusive concept including 24-hour access to food and beverage options along
with daily land and water based activities for all ages. Guests will have access to
facilities including the property’s beach, four pools, a surf pool, watersports, an
Explorer’s Club for Kids, Core Zone Teens Club and more. 
Reservation-free dining will also be available at four à la carte specialty restaurants

and guests can relax with unlimited drinks by the pool, on the beach, at the rooftop
bar or while dancing at the Starlight nightclub. 
Guests can upgrade to Sun Club where all rooms offer a personalised check in and

checkout with concierge service, private Sun Club snack bar, access to the private
Sun Club lounge with daily continental breakfast, exclusive daytime access to the
adults only rooftop pool, complimentary access to the hydrotherapy spa, exclusive
access to lunch at the Bluewater Grill, and other benefits.
Kieron Sellens, the company’s senior marketing and PR manager, said: “We are excited

to add Sunscape Star Cancun to our collection of resorts across Central America, Mexico
and the Caribbean. The resort will be the first Suncape Resort & Spa hotel in Cancun,
perfect for the kid in everyone and the ultimate setting for affordable, family-fun in the sun.”
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Take the Woodward WreckTangle ninja challenge
THE WOODWARD WreckTangle ninja obstacle course is now open at Woodward
Riviera Maya. As the latest activity to open at the Mexican action-sport facility, guests
can negotiate their way through 11 challenging obstacles - from cargo crawls to
hanging rings, swinging punching bags to a 25ft. zip line. Other park activities
available include skateboarding, BMX, scooter, cheer, dance, tumbling, parkour, and
indoor dryland snowboarding and skiing. Hard Rock Hotel Riviera Maya and Thomas
Cook are offering a complimentary Double Stack Session per room per stay for travel
by December 20 when booked by June 30; guests will receive two free sessions for a
total of four hours in Woodward. Additional sessions can be bought using resort
credit. Visit hrhrivieramaya.com

mexico
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Travel 2 explores Mexico
on adventure cruise

FOR HOLIDAYMAKERS keen to
combine the sights, wildlife and
adventurous experiences to be
found in Mexico, Travel 2 is
highlighting its eight-day ‘Sea 
of Cortés Baja's Bounty
Adventure Cruise.’
Emily Underhill, the operator’s

assistant product manager for Latin
America, said: “For a holiday to
remember I would recommend an
active cruise through the UNESCO
world heritage site of the Sea of
Cortes. This includes daily land and
water based activities that are
tailored to suit varying levels of
fitness. Highlights include
snorkelling with sea lions and rays,
paying a visit to a local ranchero to
experience local life in ‘real Baja’,
walking and kayaking on the
rugged picture perfect islets and
searching for whale sharks and
grey whales.
“All meals and drinks onboard,

including premium brands, are
part of the package and the small
ship environment (84 passengers
max) means a more intimate
experience with expert naturalist
guides on hand to help maximise
the experience.”
Prices start from £3,559 per

person and include flights from
Heathrow, seven nights in a Master
Cabin with UnCruise, meals and
beverages, all from-the-ship
adventure sightseeing and
activities, entry fees to national
parks and transfers and baggage
handling. The package is available
for travel on selected Saturdays
between January and March 2019
Visit travel2.co.uk or call 0800-022
4182 for more details.

UNICO 20°87° has launched a new
‘Ultimate Wedding Package’ dedicated to
couples from the UK wanting to celebrate
their lifelong commitment and who want to
say ‘I do’ on the sands of the Riviera Maya. 
Offering luxury amenities and a

personalised service, UK couples will
receive special benefits including a room
upgrade, complimentary private function
hire, and a complimentary honeymoon
stay should they wish to extend their
time in Mexico. 
A wedding at the hotel includes the

following complimentary elements: Gazebo
Ceremony location and 32 chairs; one rose
bouquet and one matching boutonniere or
two bouquets or two boutonnières; non-
denominational minister to perform,
symbolic or vow renewal ceremony; an
audio system for ceremony; a one tier
wedding cake for 32 guests; sparkling wine
for the toast after ceremony; an onsite
wedding coordinator; and a 
Honeymoon Experience.
In addition to this, UK couples getting

married at the hotel and staying for 14

nights or more will receive other special
services including: complimentary bridal
hair and makeup and a manicure for the
Groom; a relaxing pre or post wedding
couples massage and a Pearl
Photography Package, which includes 40
photos of the day.
UK couples requiring between one and

12 rooms for their guest party will receive
a room upgrade to an Alcoba Ocean Front
Suite. Those with a larger party requiring
12 rooms or more will receive an upgrade
to the hotel’s Estancia Suite. With guests
on property pre wedding, the hotel will also
provide a complimentary private function
with the choice of a pre-wedding
celebratory dinner; a wedding reception; or
a champagne toast available.
Couples can further personalise their

wedding experience with a choice of three
wedding packages including the ‘The
Riviera Maya Experience’, 
‘The One-of-a-Kind Experience’ and ‘The
20˚87˚ Experience’. 
For more information see
unicohotelrivieramaya.com

UNICO introduces ‘Ultimate Wedding Package’ 
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HOME TO an 870-mile coastal path stretching the whole of the country as well as more than 100
beaches (including 41 Blue Flag award winners and scenic Rhossili Bay) Visit Wales will be celebrating
the Year of the Sea throughout 2018. Year of the Sea will showcase inspiring coastal landscapes in
Wales and highlight the vast range of adrenaline fuelled water-sports on offer in the adventure capital
of North Wales and some of the most sought after restaurants with the best views in Britain.

Warner Leisure adds 70s legend Leo Sayer to Star Breaks
WARNER LEISURE Hotels has boosted its star studded Star Breaks line up by
welcoming 70’s legend Leo Seyer and his band at Bodelwyddan Castle this year. 
After the sold out success of his 2015 and 2017 tours, the Grammy award winning

and international chart-topping, British music icon will be returning to the UK for
another series of concerts and festival appearances. 
Other new Star Break acts for 2018 include Gareth Gates, Beverley Knight MBE, Matt

Cardle, Kerry Ellis and Joe McElderry. 
A three-night weekend Star Break featuring Leo Seyer at Bodelwyddan Castle, North

Wales starts from £313 per person arriving on August 25. This price is based on two
adults sharing a Standard Room and includes the Simply Dine package (English and
continental breakfast buffets and three course evening meals). 
Visit BourneLeisureSales.co.uk or call 03301-009776 for more details.
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THE MID KERRY Tourism Cluster - the
tourism marketing organisation
representing accommodation, activity
providers, restaurants, pubs and other
attractions in the destination – has
launched a full tourism re-brand.
The region that hugs Castlemaine

Harbour from Inch to Rossbeigh will now be
known as Reeks District, a name inspired
by one of its unique visitor selling points;
the famed MacGillcuddy’s Reeks, home to
the country’s three highest peaks, including
Carrauntoohil, Ireland’s highest mountain
at 1,038m.
The re-naming of the region is supported

by a number of other initiatives including a
new logo inspired by the mountain range, a
responsive website, and a new tourism
marketing strategy based on Reeks
District’s strong outdoors and experiential
proposition. The latter is encapsulated in
the associated strapline, Ireland’s

Adventure Playground, and social media
hashtag #comeandplay.
To complete the changes, the regional

tourism information centre in Killorglin has
also been revamped and will be staffed with
a specially trained visitor engagement team.
Jens Bachem, chairman of the

organisation, said: “MacGillcuddy’s Reeks
are an iconic sight and one of Ireland’s
‘must-dos’ for adventure lovers, yet we have
never used them as a strong focal point to
promote our tourism offering, unlike other
destinations such as Snowdonia in Wales or
the Scottish Highlands. The rebranding will
ensure that people are immediately aware
of one of our key icons, from the moment
they first hear or read about us, as well as
inspiring them to visit the region to sample
its many other experiences from wild
surfing on Inch Beach to cycling the Gap 
of Dunlowe.”
See reeksdistrict.com for more information.

Mid Kerry Tourism Cluster in Ireland undergoes radical
rebrand & invites holidaymakers to #comeandplay 

Book it agents one
more time…

SUPER BREAK has launched
a new two-night package to
see international pop icon,
Britney Spears in Blackpool. 
Britney Spears’ ‘Piece of

Me’ tour will include
Blackpool’s Tower Festival
Headland on September 1.
Two night packages arriving
on August 31 are now on
sale and priced from £129
per person to include two
night’s accommodation,
ticket to see Britney Spears
and guaranteed entry to the
Blackpool illuminations
switch on.
In addition, the operator

has launched a competition
offering one agent the
chance to win a two-night
short break for four to see
Britney perform live with
rail travel and
accommodation included.
The lucky agent will 
also get to meet the pop
icon herself.
To win, agents simply

need to make as many
Britney in Blackpool
bookings as possible and
email their booking
references, name and
ABTA number to
sales@superbreak.com and
the top selling agent 
will win.
The competition runs until
June 30. The prize is two
nights from August 31 and
the meet and greet is for
the agent only.
For more information visit
superbreak.com/agents
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‘On your trike’ with Premier Holidays on the IoM
PREMIER HOLIDAYS has added a
new Isle of Man TT experience into
its UK portfolio for the first time.
The operator features the TT

Experience Trike Tour in its
second edition short haul
brochure, valid for travel until
December. Costing £120 per trike,
the new tour offers clients the
chance to experience the world
famous 37-andthree-quarter-mile
TT course - the Isle of Man's most popular sporting event - on three wheels.
Clients will enjoy a special 90-minute trike tour with audio commentary from

an experienced rider and guide. Starting and finishing the experience at the TT
Grandstand in Douglas, the tour takes clients through the island’s pretty towns,
villages and landmarks of the popular course, including Ballaugh Bridge and the
Ramsey Hairpin. The final 12 miles will take clients over the mountain section en
route to the finish line back in the island’s capital.
Dave Kneale, national sales manager for the operator, said: “We’re really

excited to offer this unique experience to clients, and we anticipate it will be
incredibly popular. The Isle of Man TT has been a fixture on the island since the
first race in 1907 and is the world’s most famous motorcycle race. I’m sure
many people will want to know what it's like to follow in the tracks of the
motorcyclists who take part.”
The tour can be added on to any Isle of Man booking and agents can earn £5

for every booking to the Isle of Man.
Visit trade.premierholidays.co.uk or call 0844-493 7777 for more details.

Railtrail issues festive programme
RAILTRAIL HAS launched its Festive
programme, with a number of new
and familiar tours exploring the UK’s
finest Christmas Markets.
It’s new ‘Roses Christmas Markets

& Steam’ tour visits Harrogate, York
and Manchester Christmas Markets,
plus Yorkshire’s Keighley & Worth
Valley Railway and a day at East
Lancashire Railway’s ‘Lancashire
Weekend’ celebration. 
Departing November 15 prices lead

in from £395 for five days.
Rob Carroll, the company’s general

manager, said: “We always try to
produce something different at Railtrail
and hopefully we've managed it again.
As a Yorkshireman the ‘Roses’ tour is
an olive branch to our friends across
the Pennines, but as the hotel is in
Yorkshire we’ll have to tell our
customers to make their trip to the
‘Lancashire Weekend’ our little secret!” 
For more information call 01538-
382323 or contact
emailtravelagents@railtrail.co.uk
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EXPLORE HAS announced a one-off trip to Sicily to experience the summit of three of Europe’s most
active volcanoes. Departing September 22, the eight-day trip will be accompanied by specialist
volcanology guide Luca Cosma and will allow travellers access to the barren but beautiful moonscapes
of the top 3,330m crater zone of Mount Etna. Places are limited to 16 and prices start from £1,695 per
person including flights, transfers, accommodation with breakfast and some additional meals, and a
tour leader throughout. Visit explore.co.uk

RAK adds evening experience to Jebel Jais Flight for phase two launch
IN RESPONSE to visitor demand for the world’s longest zipline, the Ras Al Khaimah Tourism Development Authority
(RAKTDA) is to open phase two to visitors in the third quarter of 2018. This will feature two new cables which will increase
the capacity of the Jebel Jais Flight to 400 people per day and around 200,000 per year. 
The tourism authority has also revealed that night time ziplining will commence this summer, giving visitors the

opportunity to enjoy a different experience during the summer months. 
The tourism product aims to attract more adventure tourists to the UAE’s northern-most Emirate. With its diverse

landscape featuring the Hajar Mountains and Jebel Jais, the UAE’s highest peak, the zipline follows other highly
successful adventure tourism initiatives including the Jebel Jais Via Ferrata (Iron Path), hiking and climbing routes. The
growth of adventure tourism has contributed to the increase in visitors to Ras Al Khaimah, up 19% in 2017, with prevalent
growth from international markets.  
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SO FAR in 2018, Jetset has seen the demand
for activity and golfing package holidays rise,
particularly in Portugal which is proving to be
one of the operator’s fastest growing
destinations for bookings across all
demographics, durations and budgets.
Chloe Smyth, product executive for the

company, said: “Southern Portugal figures
continue to grow and the UK market seems
primed to help Portugal continue to build on
its record tourist numbers. This popularity is
not only due to its year round sunshine but for
one of Portugal’s standout treasures; golf. At
the 2018 Annual Travel Awards, for the second
consecutive year, Algarve was voted the best
Golf destination in Europe. After seven years
of absence, the Open de Portugal returned in
2017 and one of the top selling hotel chains
for Jetset, NAU Hotels & Resorts, were the
proud hosts with its magnificent Morgado Golf
& Country Club property just north of the
beautiful Marina resort of Portimao. Its not
just the two courses that are available for
different levels of golfers, one Par 73 and one
Par 71 that makes this stand out, it is the fact
that the area has a sublime landscape and is
so rich in nature.”
Located 40 minutes east of Portimao,

Vilamoura with its luxury marina, beaches and
golf courses is the resort that the operator

reports to be its number one Algarve
destination. Smyth added: “Vilamoura is
packed with things to do for families, couples
or solo travellers and there is such a great
spread of hotel product ranging from the
budget to the boutique. Quality chains such as
Anantara have a property there and there are
a few from the Tivoli Hotels and Resorts chain
too such as The Residences at Victoria Algarve
Golf Club which is another top seller and the
perfect choice for anyone looking to combine a
relaxing stay with some great golf as it is
within walking distance from three of the top
golf courses in the Algarve.”
The operator’s Package Pal system enables

agents to use dynamic filters when searching
for accommodation and home in on specific
areas or facilities. 
The operator has also noted that a surprise

and emerging destination on the Portugal golf
scene is Porto. The multifaceted city is
typically associated with food and drink but
Jetset is keen to highlight that the city is also
able to offer a variety of outdoor nature
activities and golf options; Porto is home to
the oldest golf club in the country, the Oporto
Golf Club in Espinho. Holidaymakers can
travel on the new route from London City to
Porto with TAP and packages on JETS start
from £320 for a three-night break.

Free activities from
Mark Warner

MARK WARNER is
highlighting the wide
variety of free activities
that can be found at its
resorts and which are
available to guests on
every holiday.
Whether a complete

beginner or advanced,
there are free lessons for
everyone wanting to try
their hand at sailing or
windsurfing and the water-
based activities are also
available to children as a
part of the operator’s
childcare clubs. Kayaking
and SUP boarding are 
also available.
On land, free tennis and

social tournaments are
organised by LTA coaches
and families can explore
the local area on free
guided cycling tours. Short,
medium and long cycle
rides are available and are
all guided by one of the
company’s experts.
Fitness classes are

also a regular feature
across the resorts
including yoga, beach
runs and ‘bums & tums’.
The company has also

recently launched a series of
new resort videos, both ski
and sun, and these can be
viewed on the operator’s
YouTube channel.
Visit markwarner.co.uk for
more details.

Jetset sees increase in popularity for Portugal packages 
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Ranch Rider introduces adventure-packed
Cowgirl Week

ACCORDING TO Ranch Rider, more women are opting for
adventure over pampering and new for 2018, the tour
operator is offering an empowering week of Western
sisterhood at Colorado’s Latigo Deluxe Guest Ranch. 
Combining culture with fun activities, clients will learn

the ropes of being a cowhand from real western women
with farriers, vets and contemporary cowgirls all joining
them for the Women’s Week. 
During the riding holiday guests can experience an all-

day ride, cattle work, rifle, shotgun and single action
revolver shooting, fly fishing, line dancing, whip cracking
and tomahawk throwing. Six nights start from £2,435 per
person including accommodation, meals, most ranch
activities (including riding), use of ranch facilities, taxes
and gratuities. It excludes rock climbing - also new for
2018 - and car hire from £330 and the return flight. A
departure date is set for June 3.
Call 01509-618811 or visit ranchrider.com for more details.

Funway responds to increasing 
demand for soft adventure 

FUNWAY HOLIDAYS is promoting the more adventurous
side of North America and the Caribbean, following an
increase in demand this year from customers looking for
holidays which include more activities.  
Malcolm Davies, the operator’s product destination

manager, said: “Adventure travel used to be only for the
seriously fit and hardy but these days, it seems everyone
wants a bit of adventure. What’s more, our customers
expect it to come with five-star treatment. We’re lucky
as we can easily meet this demand because of the sheer
selection of ‘soft adventure’ holidays available
throughout North America and the Caribbean. From
cycling trips that include cooking classes and wine
tastings, to beginner diving experiences and 
luxury ranching holidays complete with all the modern
day comforts.” 
As an example, the company can offer a seven-night

stay at the all-inclusive Zoetry Montego Bay Jamaica
from £1,740 per person including flights from London
with Air France. Travel is based on two adults sharing
and departing on June 13. The resort offers a wide
selection of soft adventure options, from an on-site
water sports centre, easy access to three nearby golf
championship courses and cooking classes at the chefs
top table. 
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for more details.

Intrepid launches exclusive set of
women’s expeditions to Middle East
INTREPID TRAVEL has developed a new line of women-only
expeditions in Morocco, Iran and Jordan, encouraging female
empowerment and showcasing the traditions and routines of
local women in each destination. 
The itineraries, each guided by female tour leaders,

will break the barriers of traditional tourism in these
locales, offering a deeper understanding of female
culture in each Middle Eastern nation. The trips have
been designed to expose female travellers to a range of
fascinating local women – young, old, religious,
conservative, rural, modern and liberal – while respecting
traditional cultural values.
Jenny Gray, the company’s regional product manager

for the Middle East and Africa, said: “With all the
hallmarks of a classic Intrepid Travel adventure – local
leadership, local transport, real life experiences – and an
added focus on female travel and female empowerment,
this new line of Women’s Expeditions offers a unique
opportunity for female travellers from around the world
to connect with each other and learn more about Middle
Eastern women and their day-to-day lives.
“While Intrepid Travel believes in inclusiveness at all

levels of our company, these female-led, women-only
expeditions offer a socially responsible and culturally
sensitive way for travellers to access female-only
establishments, experiences and customs in these
traditionally conservative countries.”
For more information visit intrepidtravel.com/womens-
expeditions
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GREECE IS a leading global tourist destination with a long-
standing tradition in tourism and hospitality, that offers
authentic one-of-a-kind travel experiences 365 days per year. 
The Ministry of Tourism is implementing a coherent national

tourism policy focusing on promoting Greece as a globally
attractive 365-day destination with a long-term plan of five
strategic pillars. These comprise of extending the official
summer season; opening new foreign markets; promoting
new Greek destinations; developing thematic tourism
products and travel experiences; and attracting new
investment of high added value. 
Visitors to the mainland and islands will find there is a surge

in new hotel openings, catering for all tastes and budgets, with
luxury resorts and small boutique hotels providing world-class
facilities. This trend is backed by significant strides forward in
terms of transport options and infrastructure. More new flights
from the UK are introduced year after year. Sixteen Greek
airports are directly connected with major airports across the
UK typically from March until October, while Athens and
Thessaloniki have direct connections all year round. At the
same time newer and faster ships have substantially
improved sea travel and connectivity between the islands.
What is more, resorts, towns and villages on the mainland
have become much more accessible from main airports with
the constant upgrading of the road network. 
Building on the above and pushing Greece’s tourism portfolio

as a 365-Day Destination, special focus is given on
developing and promoting thematic experiences linked to
culture, gastronomy, yachting, outdoors, city breaks and spa
& wellness among others.  

Gastronomic revolution 
Visitors to Greece used to think of Greek food in terms of
moussaka and retsina, but these past few years have seen a
gastronomic revolution. There is now a modern contemporary
gastronomic scene with celebrity chefs, a new breed of wine
makers, Michelin star restaurants and various centres of
gastronomy sweeping visitors off their feet. 
Over the past decade, a new wave of Greek chefs has sprung

up who are committed in recreating the traditional Greek
recipes they were nurtured on with new techniques. Premium
quality ingredients, technical precision and creative imagination
are the new face of the emerging Greek cuisine combining
sophisticated cooking methods while creatively showing off raw

materials and flavours from different regions of Greece.
Domestic produce that was perhaps previously overlooked is
now being rediscovered, transformed and redesigned;
Mastiha from the Aegean island of Chios, avgotaraho caviar
from Messolongi and Kozani Crocus, the Greek red saffron 
to name but a few.
Restaurateurs and chefs took a new look at the excellent

ingredients growing on their doorstep and re-introduced them
creatively to appeal and excite both a domestic and worldwide
market. This movement is evident in all aspects and types of
restaurants from urban street food and the development of
the “gastro-taverna” – something akin to the British
gastropub - to fine dining that has developed significantly over
the last few years and can now boast an array of awards.

Cultural renaissance 
With a history and culture so extensive, varied and ancient, many
visitors to Greece don’t often think about modern Greek culture.
However in the last two years, Greece has welcomed a number
of new culturally significant centres and museums in stunning
architectural spaces, heralding a new era in modern culture and
architecture in Greece. The new cultural sites include:
•   The Stavros Foundation Cultural Center (SNFCC) in Athens,
designed by the renowned Renzo Piano, which houses the
new facilities for Greek National Opera, the National Library
of Greece alongside the 210,000sq.m Stavros Niarchos Park.

•   The Silversmith museum in the Castle of Ioannina in Epirus
showcasing the rich work of local silversmiths and preserving
the knowledge of the region’s silver making craft with an
examination of the technology, history and social environment
that enabled silversmithing in the region to develop and thrive. 

•   The Chios Mastic Museum - set in a dramatic landscape, this
modern architectural structure can be found between a group
of medieval villages in Southern Chios - the only site in the
Mediterranean where the skinos plant is cultivated and from
which the gum ‘mastic’ is produced. The Chios Mastic
Museum highlights the history and cultivation of mastic and
its impact on the cultural landscape of the island, which
made the list of intangible cultural heritage of humanity by
UNESCO in 2014. 

•   The Benaki Toy Museum features a collection of
approximately 20,000 toys, books, ephemera, clothing and
artefacts of childhood, originating from Greece and the wider
region of Hellenism, as well as from Europe, Africa, Asia and
the Americas. 3,000 of them are included in the exhibition.

Emy Anagnostopoulou, director of GNTO UK & Ireland, reveals how Greece is
becoming a year-round hotspot for Brits…
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Grecotel offers newlyweds series of
special honeymoon packages
WITH PERSONAL touches and specially designed to make a
couple’s honeymoon extra special, Grecotel has put
together a set of honeymoon packages across its resorts.
For example, honeymooners can toast their new life

together with the Rose Garden Honeymoon Package at the
five-star Amirandes backed by the Cretan Riviera's picture-
perfect surroundings. The package includes a welcome
drink, fine wine and fresh fruit in the room. Guests will find
their bed adorned with a special decoration of sugared
almonds and rose petals, can enjoy a romantic breakfast on
their shaded veranda before they soak up the sun by their
private pool and then in the evening celebrate with a
candlelit dinner under a starry night’s sky.
Overlooking the mythical Temple of Poseidon, Cape

Sounio in Attica has also dedicated itself to making
honeymooners’ stays memorable. Guests can bask in a
bath filled with scented water, flower petals, bubbles or
aromatherapy oils while the mood is set with candles,
music and lighting before nourishing the body and soul with
an Ayurveda treatment set in landscaped gardens and a sea
view forest. With every detail of the honeymoon arranged,
couples can relax together by the sea, enjoy an in-villa
massage, make the most of the private gardens or float
away in a Jacuzzi tub at the spa.
As an extra, couples who celebrate their wedding at

Amirandes or Cape Sounio will also receive a 20% discount
on honeymoon packages.
To find out more go to grecotel.com

FOUR SEASONS has announced that it will be opening its first
property in Athens for 2018 on the Astir Palace peninsula. Following
extensive upgrades to the existing hotel, the new hotel will debut as
Four Seasons Astir Palace Hotel Athens ready for this summer. The
property is located 16 miles south of Athens on the Vouliagmeni
Marina, a popular yachting destination along a pristine shoreline of
the Aegean coast, and the pine-dotted, landscaped garden peninsula
also comprises upscale retail and dining options.

Simply Luxury by T2 adds The Miraggio 
in Halkidiki

NEW FOR Simply Luxury by Travel 2 in 2018 is the
Miraggio Thermal Spa Resort in Halkidiki.
Lauren Ross, the company’s product and commercial

manager for Europe, said: “This beautiful luxury hotel
has fantastic facilities and activities for a holiday that’s
good for mind, body and soul.
“The Myrthia Thermal Spa is supplied by water from

the area’s natural geothermal springs and the spa offers
beauty treatments and facials as well as a variety of
massages including gentler options, more vigorous
sports massages and even pregnancy massages.
Treatments include locally sourced native herbs, honey
and olive oil. I recommend the hydrotherapy circuit
which includes a steam room, sensory shower, cooling
plunge pool and herbal sauna to put you in a blissful
state of mind.
“The local area offers plenty of other activities to

boost your wellness levels, from horse-riding and
diving, to tennis and wine tasting. For guests that like to
hike, Kassandra offers many natural walking paths and
routes to suit all levels. If you can, try hot air ballooning
for an exhilarating experience leaving you energised and
uplifted (literally).”
The operator is offering seven nights at the five-star

property in a standard double room with garden view on
a bed-and-breakfast basis with flights from Stansted,
private transfers and a complimentary UK lounge pass
from £899 per person. This price is valid for travel on
June 4 and is based on two sharing.
Visit travel2.com or call 0800-022 4182 for more details.
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Thomas Cook opens Sunprime adult-only Kos retreat 
THOMAS COOK has announced the opening of one of its popular adult-only Sunprime
hotels in a quiet, beachside location on the Greek island of Kos.
Sunprime Pearl Beach will open this June in Kos’ Marmari area, a short walk along the

beach from the holiday company’s lifestyle hotel, Casa Cook which opened last summer
and that also caters to the adult-only audience. The new 96-room property marks a shift
in the appeal of Kos towards a more upmarket audience and the holiday company is
seeing the island becoming increasingly popular with couples and groups of friends
looking for a premium experience.
Many of the rooms will have private pools or shared swim-up pools and each has been

designed to offer an elegant design in a sophisticated environment under the shade of
olive trees and palms. The new Sunprime will include a state-of-the-art gym as well as
an extensive fitness programme alongside a spa with a range of beauty treatments and
therapies to help guests relax and unwind. Its sandy Blue Flag beach will offer private
sun loungers complete with hotel service for guests who want to step away from their
own pool for the day. The beach provides a range of activities including windsurfing and
has traditional Greek tavernas a stone’s throw away.
Thomas Cook is offering seven nights at the four-star property from £749 per person

on an all-inclusive basis, including transfers. This is based on a departure date of
October 1, travelling from Gatwick. Other departure airports are available.
For more details see thomascookworld.com

greece

The Royal Blue
reopens on Crete 

FOLLOWING A renovation over
the winter period to enhance
the guest experience, The
Royal Blue is due to reopen
for next month. 
Located on the northern

coast of Crete, between
Rethymnon and Heraklion,
The Royal Blue has benefited
from a major facelift to its key
areas including the rooms,
suites, reception, lobby, bars
and restaurants. The hotel
will also be adding a new
outdoor gym area, gourmet
restaurant exclusively for
adults and new outdoor bar.
The five-star hotel has

190 rooms, waterfront suites
and exclusive villas along
with 180 degree views of the
coastline. Room rates start
at £137 a night. 
For more information go to
royalblueresort.com
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RIVER CRUISING is enjoying an
incredible resurgence of late with
more and more people moving into
the sector than ever before. This rise
in popularity is due to a number of
factors. Certainly the ‘hardware’ has
improved drastically over the years
with more companies building new
state of the art vessels which rival
any premium hotel or ocean-going
cruise ship. Many ocean cruisers are
also migrating across to the rivers. I
guess if they’ve done the Eastern
Med, Western Med, Baltics, Fjords,
Greenland & Iceland and don’t want
to jump on a plane for eight hours
plus, a river cruise is a natural
progression. They are not ‘fly & flop’
customers and like the benefit of
unpacking once and seeing
something new every day.

Choice & value
There are some 30 companies now
offering river cruise holidays in Europe
to the UK market, so there really is
something for everyone. From budget
three-star ships to brand new five-star
vessels there is a river cruise to suit
all budgets. When comparing with
ocean cruises many people fall into
the trap of thinking river cruising is
expensive. As most river cruises
include sightseeing excursions, the
overall spend works out at a similar
rate when you add in all those $150
dollar excursions you pay for onboard
when you’re cruising on the oceans.
Obviously capacity is smaller on river
cruise ships so this does make a bit of
a difference, but pound for pound daily
rates are not that far away from ocean
cruises on the whole. 

Rivers vs. Ocean
On a river cruise you can expect all of
the great things you would enjoy on an
ocean cruise; comfortable cabins and
public rooms, excellent service,
superb cuisine and the chance to
experience a new destination every
day. However on a river cruise you also
benefit from a number of added
bonuses. Even on the widest of
Europe’s rivers you can always see
both sides of the river bank, and your
scenery constantly changes as you
glide along effortlessly (with no
‘motion of the ocean). From hilltop
castles, medieval villages with half-
timbered buildings, to gorges and
vineyards, there are amazing photo
opportunities from all areas of a river
cruise ship.
Also, on a river cruise you actually

cruise through the destination so
ships can often moor in the heart of
the town. This means guests have the
flexibility to hop on and off the ship as
they please and aren’t reliant on a
shuttle bus. If walking round they
discover they’ve forgotten their mobile
phone or cardigan it’s never too far to
pop back to the ship. On many
itineraries the ship moors up until late
in the evening or overnight, so guests
can also experience the night-time
atmosphere of the town too.

Social Sailings
As river cruise vessels typically
accommodate between 120-180
passengers, cruises tend to be very
sociable affairs. Many cruise lines
operate an ‘open seating’ policy at
dinner time so if you are on deck
enjoying a pre-dinner Gin & Tonic and

you get chatting to a nice couple, you
can choose to sit with them over
dinner and continue your conversation
about the lovely things you’ve seen or
done that day. People really do form
lasting friendships on river cruises,
and once they’ve done one river are
keen to try another. This is great for
agents’ repeat bookings.

Top Tips for selling river cruise
1) Concentrate on the overall holiday
spend. If clients think it sounds
expensive work out a rough cost of
the daily excursions to demonstrate
the value for money overall.

2) If your customers went out for
breakfast, lunch and dinner at a
nice restaurant in their local town it
probably works out not much less
than the daily rate of a river cruise
and they’re getting all the extras
included too like flights, transfers,
excursions etc.

3) Target different customers to
different cruise lines. If customers
like American style ocean cruises,
chances are they’ll enjoy river
cruises with American brands. If
they prefer British style ocean
cruises, they’ll probably prefer a
river cruise with a British company.

4) Consider marketing river cruises to
customers who have an interest in city
breaks. Take the Danube as an
example; it’s basically lots of city
breaks rolled into one and clients can
experience Budapest, Vienna,
Bratislava and Salzburg in one holiday
as their floating hotel glides
effortlessly down the river to their next
destination, with the bonus of lovely
scenery on the way.

Joseph Grimley, head of agency sales for Riviera Travel,
highlights some of the finer points of a river cruise 
& what it can offer your clients…
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FOLLOWING THE announcement that
philanthropist and supermodel Petra
Nemcova would be U by Uniworld’s ‘Guardian
Angel’, the cruise company has donated
US$50,000 to her charity, All Hands and
Hearts – Smart Response, to help rebuild a
school in Nepal which was badly damaged
after the 2015 earthquake. 
After 11 weeks of relief efforts, two

buildings have been refitted, providing four
disaster resilient classrooms, four toilets, the
installation of a water filtration system and a
newly built playground. The school serves
ECD (Early Childhood Development), between
the ages of four to 11. Nemcova and some of
the volunteers from the project recently went
to reopen Nibugaun School. Students, who
were ecstatic as the ribbon was cut for the
opening of their classrooms, treated guests to
a traditional dance and sung a poem they
wrote themselves – “Svagata (welcome) to our
school, thanks for helping us and being part of
our community…” They were each gifted Ma-
Powered solar lights to help them continue
their education at home and read at night. 
Nemcova commented: “Today, during the

school re-opening ceremony, we could feel
the power of meaningful connections which
has resulted in the creation of a new
disaster resilient school and also new
beginnings for the whole community. When

our volunteers, staff, committee members
and our supporters come together, far away
dreams can be made into reality. Living
youthfully, fully and connecting with others
in a meaningful way, for me, is the essence
of U by Uniworld too – we have so much in
common, and now also this purposeful
partnership.”
Ellen Betttridge, president & CEO of the

river cruise brand, added: “We are proud to
have the beautifully spirited Petra as our
Guardian Angel, what she stands for is a
true representation of our values. To be
partnered with her organisation that’s
making a difference in the world by giving
back to communities, and helping
thousands of children by bringing education
and joy back into their lives – truly makes
her an ‘angel’ to many.”
For more information visit
allhandsandhearts.org or ubyuniworld.com 

rivercruise

AMAWATERWAYS IS currently offering savings of 25% off selected 2018 sailings. The seven-night 'Colours
of Provence' voyage from Arles to Lyon, departing on May 10 on AmaCello (category E cabin) now costs from
£2,419 per person (down from £2,995) including flights and transfers.  Alternatively, the seven-night
'Captivating Rhine' itinerary travels from Amsterdam on November 19 on AmaStella travelling by the Swiss
Alps and ending in Basel. A Twin Balcony stateroom (category BB) now costs from £2,519 per person (was
£3,221). The same trip in a category E stateroom was £2,289 but now costs £1,829 per person. Bookings
must be made before March 31 to qualify. Visit amawaterways.co.uk

U by Uniworld donates $50,000 to help open school in Nepal 

Great Cruise Journeys
sails down the Danube
EXPLORING THREE
distinctive countries over
nine days, Great Cruise
Journeys has designed a
Danube cruise 
journeying from Nuremburg
to Budapest.
From imposing fortresses

to alluring forests, the
itinerary includes a guided
tour of Regensberg, an
excursion to Melk Abbey, a
walking tour of Passau, tour
of Budapest with an evening
cruise and a guided tour 
of Vienna.
Julian Appleyard, the

operator’s commercial
director, said: “There is no
better way to explore the
Danube than by boat.
Cruising the waterways is
the best way to experience
the harmonious blend of
natural and cultural beauty
that makes this river so
wonderful. Taking in three
countries along the way,
guests will really get a feel
for this magical river.
Budapest is my favourite
destination on this tour, the
city is divided by the river,
sewn together by elegant
bridges and seeing this
beautiful city from the water
is simply stunning.”
Prices start from £1,945

per person and tour
departures fall on May 20,
June 17, August 26 and
September 23.
Visit
greatcruisejourneys.com or
call 01904-527180 for more
information.
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SHEARINGS HOLIDAYS has launched
a new seven-night ‘Treasures of the
Rhine & Moselle’ river cruise
departing September 14 on board
MS A-ROSA AQUA. 
Taking in two of Europe’s most

spectacular rivers, the cruise is
available by coach, air or rail to
ensure customers have as much
flexibility as possible. 
The ship will embark from

Cologne, visit Cochem, Mehring
(near Trier), Bernkastel-Kues,
Rudesheim, Mainz, Koblenz and
return to Cologne. Two excursions
are included offering the chance for
guests to explore historic Koblenz,
one of Germany’s oldest towns and

transfer to Roman Trier. Other
optional excursions can be added.
Prices start from £1,179 per

person for a ten-day coach tour
including seven nights full-board
cruise, coach travel from various UK
pick up points with travel to Calais
and an overnight stay in France on
the outbound and return journey
with breakfast and dinner, two
excursions and services of a 
cruise manager. 
A free home connect service is also

offered and an all-inclusive option is
available from £1,404 per person. Air
options are available starting from
£1,269 per person and for rail from
£1,299 both departing September 15.  

Visit shearingsagent.com for more
details.

Aqua Expeditions launches range of
hosted departures for 2018
COLLABORATING WITH experts in gastronomy, conservation
and the company’s founder, Aqua Expeditions has launched
a series of three-, four- and seven-night itineraries
featuring specialist activities and excursions for 2018.
On board the Aria Amazon, guests can get up close to the

wildlife with conservationist Jean-Michel Jacques Cousteau
who will share his intimate knowledge of the Amazon. As
well as kayaking and biking alongside Cousteau, guests can
learn first-hand about the importance of environmental
conservation and enjoy screenings of his films.
Also on the Aria Amazon, consulting chef Pedro Miguel

Schiaffino will invite gastronomes to explore the flavours of
the Amazon with cooking classes and travel to local food
markets. Meanwhile, David Thompson will lead the food-
focused journeys on the Aqua Mekong; the chef and
champion of authentic Thai cuisine will be on hand to
answer questions and hold cooking classes.
The company’s CEO, Francesco Galli Zugaro, will also be

joining a select number of Amazon and Mekong departures.
Guests can join him on biking adventures through the local
streets along the Mekong or kayak with him on the gentle
flows of the Amazon to spot indigenous wildlife. Over
cocktails, Zugaro will get to know guests and share tales of
the launch of each vessel and details of their design. 
To find out more and for cruise dates go to
aquaexpeditions.com
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APT HAS teamed up with Vietnam Airlines to launch a special
Business Class flight offer for guests who book on selected
Luxury Mekong river cruise holidays from August to December.
For a limited time, travel agents can offer free Business Class
flights on all of the operator’s Vietnam and Cambodia river cruise
holidays of 15 days or longer. The offer is valid on all eligible
holidays booked between March 1 and April 30. Visit
aptouring.co.uk 

River Cruise Line waives single supplements on ‘Taste of the Danube’
THE RIVER CRUISE Line has waived single supplements on its ‘Taste of the Danube’ cruise for this summer, enabling
solo travellers to save up to £522 per person. 
The offer means that the six-day journey aboard the four-star ms Serenity will cost from £895 per person. Designed

for those travelling on the Danube for the first time, this bite-size trip starts in Budapest and follows the river upstream
through to Bratislava and Vienna. Departing on June 20, the cruise also visits historic Melk and ends in Passau, where
the Danube, Inn and Ilz rivers meet. In each of the cities there are excursions available including guided walking tours
and opportunities to see some of the key sites, including Vienna’s vast Schönbrunn Palace, Bratislava Castle and the
Benedictine Abbey at Melk. 
The price is based on twin share or single occupancy of a main deck en-suite cabin on a full-board basis throughout,

including flights from Heathrow, coach transfers and the services of a cruise manager. 
For more information visit rivercruiseline.co.uk or call 01858-435655.

Shearings Holidays adds new Moselle and Rhine itinerary on A-ROSA AQUA
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PRINCESS CRUISES has reported a flurry of interest and bookings following ITV’s ‘The Cruise: Voyage
to Alaska’. The series is set on the 3,100-guest Star Princess and is the fourth to be filmed on a
Princess Cruises ship. Tony Roberts, the cruise line’s vice president for UK and Europe, said: “The
Cruise continues to go from strength-to-strength and we’re thrilled with the response to the first
Alaska episode and previous Mediterranean series. Alaska is a stunning setting for the documentary
and has clearly captured the imagination of viewers. From the scenery to the wildlife to the welcoming
locals it really is a very special location and we feel proud to be able to share our 50 years of Alaska
experience with ITV viewers.” Visit princess.com

VIKING HAS announced a new agreement
with Fincantieri that could see the delivery of
six additional ocean ships by 2027. 

The new understanding will raise the
company’s total ocean ship order and
options to 16 – the highest-ever for a
shipyard from a single owner. The
agreement for the six additional ships,
which will be delivered in 2024, 2025, 2026
and 2027, is subject to specific conditions.

Torstein Hagen, chairman of the cruise line,
said: “When we launched our first ocean ship
in 2015, we set out to reinvent ocean cruising.
Our understated, elegant, award-winning
ships are designed to simply enable our
guests to better explore their destination and

this new order speaks to the positive
response we have received from our guests
and the industry. As we continue to expand
our brand, we look forward to bringing
guests to more destinations around the
world and introducing them to the Viking
way of exploration.”

The company will be welcoming two more
sister ships in the next two years; Viking Orion
this June and with the arrival of Viking Jupiter
in 2019, it will be the largest small ship ocean
cruise line. Ten additional ships are now on
order for delivery starting in 2021, which will
bring the line’s ocean fleet to 16 ships by 2027.
For additional information call 020-8780 7995
or visit vikingcruises.co.uk
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New ships, new ports & a private island from MSC Cruises
MSC CRUISES has issued its selection of winter cruises for guests looking to get away for
winter 2019/2020. 

With sales opening this month for MSC Grandiosa, it will be one of two ships to come
into service for 2019 and she will be spending her inaugural winter season in the Western
Mediterranean. MSC Sinfonia will offer longer cruises of 11, 12 and 14 nights in the
Mediterranean. New for this season will be a 14-night cruise that calls at the historic port
Hafia, Israel with a full two days to discover the ancient cities of Jerusalem and
Bethlehem. MSC Sinfonia will also be sailing a new 12-night cruise from Genoa to
destinations across the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean.

For winter 2019/2020 the cruise line will deploy six ships in the Caribbean, offering a
wider choice of ships, itineraries and experiences than ever before. One of the biggest
highlights will be the opening of Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve in winter 2019, a new
private island exclusively for guests travelling with the cruise line. This island in the
Bahamas will offer 40 acres of golden beaches, split into six unique areas, each with its
own distinctive atmosphere surrounded by blue seas. MSC Seaside, MSC Meraviglia, MSC
Divina and MSC Armonia will all call at the island where the ships will dock at a specially
built pier so that guests can move at leisure between the ship and the shore. 
To find out more visit msccruises.co.uk

Viking enters agreement for six additional ocean ships

CMV celebrates ten
years with prizes 

for agents
CRUISE AND MARITIME
Voyages is offering travel
agents the opportunity to
win one of ten prizes in a
new celebratory incentive
that coincides with the
cruise line’s ten years of
operations and new
preview brochure.
Among the prizes with a

spring theme, on offer to
agents making bookings
from March 1 until April
30, are two tickets for the
Chelsea Flower Show,
Joules Printed Wellies,
Molton Brown gift sets,
Virgin Pamper Day for two,
a large Hotel Chocolat
Hamper and a family 
visit to the Lucky Tails
Alpaca Farm.
Lisa Jacobs, the cruise

company’s head of trade
sales, said: “We have put
together ten prizes to
remind our trade partners
that spring is here, so they
can quickly forget the nasty
cold spell we have all just
experienced. Our new
preview brochure is going
well and last week we
enjoyed one of our highest
sales periods in the last 12
months. All we need is the
agents name, ABTA
number, and booking
reference sent to
competitions@cruiseandm
aritime.com
“It is all good news at

the moment as the trade
understands the benefits
of promoting early
bookings. With our current
Buy One Get One Free
offers it is a simple
message that the second
person sharing does not
have to pay.”
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REGENT SEVEN Seas Cruises is
launching a UK trade awareness
campaign highlighting the earning
potential for travel partners when their
customers book their next cruise
whilst sailing. The campaign features
high-profile executives from the cruise
travel trade and the line is also giving
away an all-inclusive cruise to one
lucky travel partner.

When sailing, guests have access to
special offers and exclusive savings on a
variety of cruises. If a guest chooses to
book onboard, the reservation is
automatically passed back to the original
travel agent booker to process, who
receive the commission without having
to do anything further. By simply advising
their customers of the benefits of
booking onboard, travel agents can
therefore increase repeat business and
earning potential.

Paul Beale, head of UK sales for the
cruise line, said: “The onboard booking
programme has been an incredible tool
for many of our travel partners to
increase their earning potential, with

some receiving extra commission
without even having to lift a finger. The
beauty of the programme is that once
the guest is onboard and is actually
experiencing the world-class service,
luxurious accommodation and true all-
inclusiveness that Regent Seven Seas
Cruises provide, it’s a very easy sale and
probably the easiest commission cheque
that a travel agent can ever receive. But
don’t take my word for it; I encourage
our travel partners to talk to others in
the industry who take full advantage of
the onboard booking programme.”

Guests making the booking via an
onboard cruise consultant will also
receive a best price guarantee where, if a

better price is released on the sailing
a guest has booked, the company will
honour the lower price. Additionally,
the onboard bookings are combinable
with travel agent offers, should the
original booking agency wish to offer
any additional benefits once the
booking is made. Other benefits for
the customer include a reduced
deposit, plus $100 shipboard credit to
enjoy on their current cruise.

The cruise line has launched a trade
awareness campaign featuring real
testimonials from travel professionals
within the industry. Furthermore, the
company’s sales team will be visiting
selected travel partners with themed
collateral and Hotel Chocolat gifts.

The cruise line is also giving away an
all-inclusive cruise worth £7,000 on
Seven Seas Voyager. For more details
and to be in with a chance of winning,
travel agents need to visit
regentrade.com/win, watch a short video
on the benefits of booking onboard and
answer one simple question. The
competition runs until March 31.

RSSC highlights benefits of onboard booking with trade & runs agent competition 
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Azamara Club Cruises launches
Explore Further campaign 
AZAMARA CLUB Cruises has begun its new Explore Further
brand campaign with the addition of more than 900 new
tours focused on experiences that will see guests
connecting with locals, cultures and themselves. 

Larry Pimentel, president and CEO of the cruise line,
said: “Within this refocused positioning, we have carefully
curated additional shore excursions to allow guests to view
destinations with a fresh perspective and more dimension.
We want our guests to experience the world within a world,
to try new flavours, make new friends, feel new textures
and hear new melodies, and in the process discover more
about themselves. As guests look to Azamara to broaden
horizons and to bridge worlds together, we couldn’t be
more excited about the Explore Further campaign.”

Examples of the expanded shore programming include
‘Cook with a Parsi Family in their Home’ in Mumbai which,
as part of Taste Local, will see guests embrace the rich
culinary traditions of India’s Parsi community with a special
visit to the home of a local family and participate in the
preparation of traditional dishes. Alternatively through
Nights Local an ‘Evening of Traditional Vietnamese Fashion’
will see guests gain an insight to the artistry of Ao Dai, the
customary dress of Vietnamese women known for its vibrant
pastels and elaborate patterns in Ho Chi Minh City. Guests
will also explore a gallery at Saigon House, watch a
traditional fashion showcase and listen to traditional music.

The brand will continue to roll out new Shore Excursions
with annual itineraries and plans to announce 2020
itineraries in the upcoming months. 
Additional information can be found at
azamara.com/explorefurther

oceancruise
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IT’S BEEN a busy few weeks here at CLIA; not only are we
preparing to head to Vietnam for our first-ever Asia
Forum next month, putting the finishing touches to our
flagship event, the CLIA Conference which is taking place
in Southampton at the end of May, but last week we also
announced the all-important 2017 cruise figures. 
And, it was another record-breaking year for the

British cruise industry, with just under two million
holidaymakers choosing to take a cruise; we were just
40,000 off the magic two million. 
One of the key trends gleaned from last year’s

statistics was a boom in unusual cruise itineraries
increasing in popularity. Adventure-style ‘exploration’
cruises were up 3%, in a step away from the
traditional image of sunshine-soaked decks, we are
seeing an increase in popularity of colder-climate
destinations including Canada, Alaska, and Antarctica.
Long-haul destinations also saw a surge in

popularity in cruise last year as British travellers
broadened their horizons with more adventurous and
unusual itineraries; cruise bookings for Africa, South
America, the Panama Canal and the Middle East were
all up 25% on 2016.
As an industry, we are constantly looking to attract

first-time cruisers and one of the key metrics we look
at to gauge our success in this area is the average age
of cruisers. For British cruisers, Northern Europe and
the Caribbean attracted the youngest average age of
cruisers, 52 years’ old, against an average of 56 for all
British cruise customers.
Expanding your knowledge by coming along to the

CLIA Conference in late May will give you the edge
when it comes to enticing new customers to try a
cruise. There has never been a broader choice of ships
boasting incredible onboard amenities, itinerary, or
type of cruise, and with more than 27 new ships being
delivered globally in 2018 alone, this is set to continue
this year, into 2019, and beyond.
This is why we have chosen #GenerationCruise as

the theme of the May conference this year, as there
truly is a cruise for everyone; from families to
millennials to multi-generation groups; from ultra-
luxury, to thrill-seeking adventure itineraries to
cultural river cruises stopping at UNESCO sites. It’s
time for the cruise industry to come together, to
unlock the power of #GenerationCruise.

SELLING CRUISE IS CLIA

by Andy Harmer, 
director CLIA UK & Ireland

Oceania Cruises unveils 2020
round-the-world voyage
OCEANIA CRUISES has unveiled its most unique and
diverse Around the World in 180 Days voyage to date,
departing on January 8, 2020 on board Insignia.

Crossing the equator an unprecedented four times, this
epic exploration visits 95 different ports of call on four
continents across 27 time zones and, for the first time on
an Around the World voyage from the cruise line,
circumnavigates South America. 

Bob Binder, president & CEO of the cruise line, said:
“Travel is meant to be life-changing and that was our
goal when we set out to chart this most monumental of
world voyages. The people guests will meet, the
experiences they will have and the places they visit will
make an indelible impression which they will cherish and
relive for years to come.”

The 2020 voyage represents the brand’s most expansive
focus ever on Japan with nine ports of call, an exploration
of Africa, rounds both the Cape of Good Hope and Cape
Horn and in another first for the cruise line on a global
journey, showcases the breadth of Alaska from the
Aleutian Islands to the Inside Passage. In addition,
exclusive shoreside events will be held in Montevideo,
Uruguay; Cape Town, South Africa; Rangoon, Burma;
Hong Kong, China; and Kyoto, Japan. 

The cruise is now available for booking. 
Call 0345-505 1920 or visit OceaniaCruises.com for more
information.
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PONANT celebrates 30th anniversary & gears up to welcome 12 ships by 2021
AS PONANT celebrates its 30th anniversary this year, the company has announced the order for two additional ships in
the PONANT EXPLORER series, totalling a fleet of 12 ships by 2021.

Their delivery is scheduled for the first and second quarters of 2020 and, like the four previous vessels, the
construction of the two new ships will be entrusted to the Norwegian shipyard Vard, part of Fincantieri Group. 

Combining moderate size with 92 staterooms and suites, each with a balcony, refined design, cutting-edge technology
and respect for the environment, they will comply with the international CLEANSHIP label (Bureau Veritas). All six
PONANT EXPLORERS will be fitted with the ‘Blue Eye’; a multi-sensorial underwater lounge which will allow passengers
to see and experience the underwater world via two portholes looking out on to the sea bed, with underwater lighting
and hydrophones integrated into the keel that retransmit the natural symphony of the deep water, as well as Body
Listening sofas, offering a unique sensorial listening experience.
For more information visit ponant.com or call 0800-980 4027.

AS PART of a multibillion-dollar investment by
Royal Caribbean International to provide its
guests with customisable holiday adventures,
the cruise company has unveiled one its most
ambitious projects to date in the shape of a
series of exclusive private island destinations
around the world. 

Called the Perfect Day Island Collection, the
first of these will debut for 2019 in a
US$200million transformation of the cruise
line’s existing private island in The Bahamas
to create Perfect Day at CocoCay.

Michael Bayley, president and CEO of the
company, said: “It’s true that our ships are
technological and engineering marvels in their
own right and offer a multitude of unexpected
experiences; but our destinations are an
equally important part of the cruise holiday.
We are introducing the Perfect Day Island
Collection to deliver the most memorable
holiday for adventure seekers on land and
onboard our ships. Once completed Perfect
Day at CocoCay will be the ultimate family
destination in the Caribbean.”

Highlights will include a Thrill Waterpark,
featuring two water towers with 13 slides –
the most slides found in any waterpark in the
Caribbean – and the 135ft. tall Daredevil’s
Peak, the tallest waterslide in North America.

The waterpark will also feature the
Caribbean’s largest wave pool and a kid-
friendly obstacle course pool.

It will further feature Oasis Lagoon, the
Caribbean’s largest freshwater pool with a
swim-up bar and in-pool loungers, a 1,600ft.
zip line criss-crossing the island, a helium
balloon dubbed ‘Up, Up and Away’ which will
float up to 45 ft. above the ground providing for
the highest vantage point in The Bahamas and
two specially designed beaches – Chill Island
for relaxation and the action-packed South
Beach with volleyball, beachside basketball,
soccer, paddle boarding, glass-bottom
kayaking and zorbing in an inflatable zorb ball.

Royal Caribbean ships departing from New
York, Maryland and Florida will call at Perfect
Day at CocoCay. The island transformation will
roll out in phases beginning from this
September with the completion of a new pier,
and by spring 2019 the majority of the island’s
experiences will be open. Coco Beach Club,
the final phase, is set to open November 2019.
Additional Perfect Day Island Collection
destinations in Asia, Australia and the
Caribbean will be announced at a later date.
For additional information visit
royalcaribbean.co.uk or go to
myclubroyal.co.uk

Royal Caribbean to debut Perfect Day Island Collection in 2019

Silversea 2019
brochure now available 
SILVERSEA HAS launched a
light version of the
Worldwide Voyages 2019
brochure and it is now
available to order.  
The brochure includes

useful information on the
cruise line’s Couture
Collection – a portfolio of
pre- and post-cruise luxury
land programmes of five to
11 days, offering authentic
and immersive travel
experiences. The brochure
also features the World
Cruise 2019; a unique
voyage which will host nine
authors and creatives as it
journeys from 
San Francisco to London.
Additionally, the brochure

contains information on both
of the Grand Voyages 2019,
Silversea’s enriched cruises,
and transoceanic cruises
and details all 2018/2019
voyages and expeditions
with a handy summary
calendar. It also includes an
overview of each of the ships
in the company’s fleet.
For more information visit
silversea.com
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

What's the one thing that's guaranteed to put a smile on your face?

Crossword:
Across: 1. BLUE, 3. GANDHI, 7. HOLYHEAD, 9. DARTMOUTH, 
11. ABU SIMBEL, 13. ABERDEEN, 15. RIYADH, 16. INCA.
Down: 1. BENIDORM, 2. USHER, 4. ATH, 5. DEATH, 6. ELLMAU, 
8. SRI LANKA, 10. UNITED, 11. ABBEY, 12. BENIN, 14. RED. 

Highlighted Word: BAHRAIN

Where Am I?: Dark Hedges, Northern Ireland

puzzlesolutions

020 7834 6661

AURORA EXPEDITIONS has issued the full programme for its new world-class
expedition ship, the Greg Mortimer, and its inaugural 2019/2020 polar season.
Following Greg Mortimer's maiden sea voyage ‘Spirit of Antarctica’ in late
October 2019, the ship will operate an additional 20 expeditions across the
2019/2020 season with itineraries spanning Antarctica (Antarctic Peninsula,
South Georgia and Falkland Islands) and the Arctic (Svalbard, Franz Josef Land,
East Greenland, Jan Mayen, Iceland and Norway). Visit auroraexpeditions.co.uk
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